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2nd Phase Design ID Pte Ltd
CJ

GO BEYOND BASIC
WITH LUXURIOUS
RESORT FEATURES
NESTLED IN THE HEART OF YISHUN LIES A HOME CREATION BY 2ND
PHASE DESIGN THAT TRANSPORTS YOU AWAY FROM THE BUSTLING
NOISE OF THE CITY AND INTO A HOMAGE TO RELAXATION AND
COMFORT WHERE YOU CAN TRULY BE YOURSELF

I

nspired by Earthly designs and colors, each aspect of the home was carefully crafted to reflect functional and practical without
compromising the resort like environment. Beautiful wood grain titles lies across the whole apartment, which will remain its
glorious sheen even after months of usage thanks to its clicklock system that will prevent expansion during hot summer days
and its 100% waterproof surface. Now that’s what I call Functional & Practical!
In the living room lies a minimalist, the TV wall features a close and open sliding cover which allows you to display whatever you
wish your guests to see and at the same time, provides a hidden storage compartment and at the same time, cleverly hiding all
those unsightly cables.
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Over at the dinning hall, a Bronze mirror is installed to enhanced the effect of a spacious
space, while the wall are fixated with tiles that is created with a elegant rustic craft stone
effect. A luxurious effect yet low maintenance, something that is rare to come by usually
with luxurious installation. At the other side, a warm, comforting kitchen awaits all who
steps into this glorious space where amazing food are served, a beautiful “work space”
that is only to be further enhance by the mother of pearl kitchen top and simplistic
designs. Not just in the kitchen, but also throughout the house, all cabinet had been using
“EDL laminates - www.edleuro.com”, it is lasting, quality, low maintenance, Eco-friendly &
features a wide range selection.
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The Master bedroom, the Owner’s Suite or what you may call it, is where the owners
gets a good rest thus of utmost importance. The ideal bedroom is a sanctuary, a space
for relaxation and rest. More than just a place to lay our heads, 2nd Phase Design have
created a luxurious full-service suites. The spacious-feeling room offers amenities such as a
decadent bathroom, a mirror storage cabinet & suspended vanity cabinet, a dressing table
that could flip and viola! Becomes a desk and a TV where you could enjoy the enjoy coffee
while watching TV all from the comfort of your very own bed whist surrounded by 3D
leather cushion of wall paper to enhanced the softness in room. With these offerings, the
master suite truly becomes a retreat from the rest of the world—a home within a home.
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Not forgetting the occasional guests
that might pop overnight, 2nd Phase
Design has designed a room that
feature tasteful furnishings, elegant
décor with grandiose luxury textured
wall matching the comforting
bedhead along with the intelligent
use of diagonal shape corner to
reconstructed into a study table.
Using the principles of creativity
and functionality, the study room
is designed to flow with the use of
diagonal shape room into a study
table & sofa bed.
With all the careful thought and detailing that goes into this home,
you can be sure that 2nd Phase Designs leaves homeowners a
practical experiences and lasting great impressions.
3-Bedroom Condominium @ Orchid Park, about “all Painting Works
by Nippon Paint - Designer of Choice”
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